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Synopsis

CLYDE BEATTY, the world's greatest animal trainer, is a shy young man when he is not putting his cats through their paces in the big cage. He is shy, in fact, that, although he has long been in love with Ruth Robinson, he can not throw up sufficient courage to marry her.

He is a bachelor, Captain Robinson, has charted his trip to Professor Livingston's for a three month's cruise in search of an uncharted island in the tropic seas. Ruth calls at the winter quarters of the Century, where most of his cats were kept. At the end of the season, Clyde plans a trip to Africa and Asia to capture new animals.

As Clyde is preparing to leave, word reaches the United States that Professor Livingston's party has encountered difficulties and needs help in the lost jungle. Clyde joins the rescue party, hoping to be of help in saving Ruth. The rescue party sets out in a glissile dirigible, which is wrecked in a terrible storm. The rescue party and a few of the survivors manage to land in the lost jungle.

The lost jungle, an uncharted island, is the lost remaining land of a strip that once joined Asia and Africa. In its jungles are lions, tigers, and all the other ferocious beasts of the lost continent.

Clyde finds Ruth and her father. He learns that Professor Livingston has disappeared, while searching for a missing crew who were believed to be buried on the island. The crew of Captain Robinson's ship want to return without Livingston, but the captain refuses to leave while there is a chance that Livingston lives. The crew has a threat to sail the following day.

Clyde joins forces with the Captain. Together they organize search parties to look for Livingston. Every step of their way through the jungle is threatened by man-eating tigers. But Clyde's circus training makes it possible for him to carry on.

Sharkley comes upon Livingston, who has found the treasure. Captain Robinson is killed and the treasure is scattered. Several lions and tigers for his new circus - and finally manages, somehow, to ask Ruth to be his wife.

A MASCOT PRODUCTION

Wife of "Lost Jungle" Star Discloses Amazing Facts

"I was a very young girl when I played in "The Lost Jungle." This was a film that was made in 1922, and I played the part of a little girl named Sally. The story was about a group of animals who were lost in the jungle. The main character was a young man named Clyde Beatty, who was a circus trainer. He was played by a famous animal trainer of the time, Clyde Beatty."

Mrs. Beatty continued, "I remember that the film was shot in the summer of 1922, and it was a great success at the time. It was one of the first films to feature a large cast of animals, and it was considered a landmark in movie history. I was not the only child actor in the film, though. There were several other child actors, including myself and my sister, who also appeared in the film."

"The Lost Jungle" was released in 1922, and it quickly became one of the most popular films of the year. It was made by the famous film studio, Goldwyn Pictures, and it featured a cast of animals that were trained by Clyde Beatty himself. The film was a huge success, and it helped to establish the careers of several child actors, including myself and my sister."

Mrs. Beatty concluded, "I am proud to look back on my time in "The Lost Jungle," and I am grateful for the opportunities that it gave me as a young girl. It was a wonderful experience, and I am sure that it helped to shape my career as an actor."

A MASCOT PRODUCTION
Clyde Beatty Magnificent—"Lost Jungle" Thrilling

With a shaking hand and a quaking heart, this reviewer is sitting at his typewriter, looking stealthily around under the desk and behind the door for lions, leopards, tigers, wolves, and every kind of howling screamed animal; and the reason for the shaking hand and fearful heart is a visit to the "Lost Jungle," one of the most thrilling scenes ever witnessed is now holding forth. This new Mascot feature portrays a terrifying scene, as the gigantic creatures roam the jungle in search of food. The review continues with a description of the impressive effects and the audience's reaction to the spectacle.

Clyde Beatty's "Lost Jungle"

Clyde Beatty, the famous animal trainer, has created a scene that will leave audiences gasping for breath. The "Lost Jungle" features a cast of stunning animals, including lions, tigers, leopards, and more, all roaming around in a vast,逼真的模拟丛林。The animals are trained to perform in front of the camera, creating an immersive experience for the audience.

The Lost Jungle

"Lost Jungle" is a new Mascot Pictures production directed by Clyde Beatty, who is also the star of the show. The movie features a cast of magnificent animals, including lions, tigers, leopards, and other wild beasts. The story follows a group of explorers who stumble upon a hidden jungle, unaware of the dangers that lie within.

Beatty describes the experience of working with these animals, "I've always been fascinated by the power and grace of wild animals. Working with them has been a humbling experience. Each animal has its own unique personality, and it's amazing to watch them interact with one another."

The review concludes with a recommendation for audiences to experience "Lost Jungle" at their nearest theater, praising Clyde Beatty's dedication to creating a truly memorable and thrilling experience for the audience.

---

Clyde Beatty
Star of "The Lost Jungle"
A Mascot Production

Beatty has a long history of working with animals, starting as a circus performer and eventually becoming one of the most respected animal trainers in the industry. His passion for these magnificent creatures has been evident in his work, and "Lost Jungle" is no exception.

---

Sensational Cast In "Lost Jungle"

(Advance Story)

The new Mascot picture, "The Lost Jungle," starring Clyde Beatty, will feature a cast of magnificent wild animals, including lions, tigers, leopards, and more. The story follows a group of explorers who discover a hidden jungle, unaware of the dangers that lie within.

The review continues with a description of the animals in the cast, highlighting the power and grace of these magnificent creatures. The review concludes with a recommendation for audiences to experience "Lost Jungle" at their nearest theater, praising Clyde Beatty's dedication to creating a truly memorable and thrilling experience for the audience.

---

Beatty Uses Wide Variety of Beasts

(Advance Story)

The impressive cast of wild animals in "Lost Jungle" includes lions, tigers, leopards, and more. Beatty has a long history of working with these creatures, starting as a circus performer and eventually becoming one of the most respected animal trainers in the industry. His passion for these magnificent animals has been evident in his work, and "Lost Jungle" is no exception.

The review concludes with a recommendation for audiences to experience "Lost Jungle" at their nearest theater, praising Clyde Beatty's dedication to creating a truly memorable and thrilling experience for the audience.
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Heralds
Mascot Pictures Corporation offers you a spectacular herald on "The Lost Jungle." This herald is alive with thrilling scenes from the picture. Scenes of the unbelievable action, scenes that stamp "The Lost Jungle" the greatest wild animal picture ever made.

These heralds are non-selling another of the first order. They are priced right to make it possible for you to flood your town with them. Take a look at the heralds at your exchange today. And place your order without delay.

Samples of both cards are available at your exchange.

Window Cards
Mascot Pictures Corporation offers you two styles of window cards on "The Lost Jungle." Both are compelling pockets that will make them stop, look, and rush around to your theatre.

The front cover of this press sheet is an illustration of one of the window cards.
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CATCHLINES
The greatest aggregation of wild beasts ever assembled for a motion picture.

Clyde Beatty, the world's greatest animal trainer, out of The Big Cage for the first time, fights the most ferocious beasts of the jungle in their native haunts.

Which is the real king of the jungle? Lion or Tiger? See these beasts fight to determine the answer in "The Lost Jungle."

Lions! Tigers! Leopards! Panthers! Hyenas! All the beasts of the wilds together for the first time in "The Lost Jungle."

Only Clyde Beatty could provide such thrills.

Clyde Beatty encounters new thrills and new dangers when he goes to "The Lost Jungle" to bring back new wild beasts for his circus thrills.

A melodramatic thrill drama of the hunt for a great ancient treasure, guarded against man by all the ferocious beasts of "The Lost Jungle."
Spectacular Exploitation Stunts
For A Spectacular Production

Animal Trainers

Here's another angle that will stir up a world of interest. Everybody knows that Clyde Beatty is the greatest wild animal trainer the world has ever known. There's no argument about that. But, who's the greatest animal trainer in your town? That's something! A contest for local animal trainers to be decided at the wise of your theatre. Play it either for the opening night of "The Lost Jungle" or for any night during the week that is ordinarily an off-night. Everybody who owns a dog, cat, or any other pet thinks that his own pet is the smartest that ever was. You'll get action on this contest. And you'll get cooperation from every pet shop, from your local newspaper, and from every store in town that sells specialty prepared foods, soaps, and medicines for pets. If any of your local newspapers has a department devoted to pets, its editor or editors, (if there are more than one) should be drawn in to judge the contest; this will insure the maximum cooperation from the newspaper. Any pet-shop proprietor or veterinarian who is included among the judges should come through with a window display and some newspaper advertising.

Animal Parade

In most towns, you will find more than enough adult and dog fanciers to make such a contest as is suggested above a real success. If this is the case in your town, it would be a swell idea to have a pet parade. Start the parade at the office of a newspaper or at a pet shop, and cover the main streets of your town, winding up at your theatre. Have the kids carry banners, advertising "The Lost Jungle." And have the pets with blankets carrying the good news that Clyde Beatty is in town. On this occasion, too, it will be possible to get pet shop proprietors to distribute prizes to the kids who display their dogs and cats in the most novel way. The offer of prizes will insure you a big turn-out that is sure to attract plenty of attention as the animals are paraded throughout the town.

Go After The Men

"The Lost Jungle" has a particular appeal to men. Go after them! Post your window cards in barbershop, pool rooms, American Legion headquarters, Elks Clubs, and every other spot where men congregate. Arrange for the distribution of heralds in the same spots. All you have to do is let the men know that you have a new Clyde Beatty wild animal picture at your theatre!
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